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Subject: Page Tree is not working consistently when Pages are created and moved
Description

The following test cases fail when pages are created or move or both

    -  Creating new page and editing the page title 
    -> no updating of the title in the pagetree
    -> after F5 it is shown correct
    -> false icon in front of the title in the page tree; folder instead of page icon

    -  Moving a fresh created page with unedited pagetitle to a parentnode is not possible
    -> the [New Page] disappears in the pagetree but is shown on the menu at the old place
    -> F5 is not solving the problem

    -  Moving a page (leaf) from the original xml siteimport to a leaf to make this leaf a parentnode 
is not possible. 
    -> F5 is not solving the problem

    -  Moving a fresh created page, edit the title of the page and the moving the leaf to a parentnode 
duplicates the leaf in the new branch with the default title [New Page].
    -> F5 is not solving the problem

    -  It is not possible to make a branch with the depth more than 4.
For example:
TYPO3 Phoenix Demo Site/Home/page1/page11/page111
The created page "disappears" in the tree. But moving the page page11 as the parent node of the 
"missing page" page111 to the deletion dropzone occurrs the right dialog for deleting pages with childs. 
    -> F5 is not solving the problem

Related issues:
related to TYPO3.TYPO3CR - Task # 32298: Feature Moving Pages into branches /... Closed 2011-12-05

History
#1 - 2011-11-18 11:52 - Christian Müller
- Status changed from New to Accepted
- Assigned To set to Markus Goldbeck

#2 - 2013-01-18 16:03 - Markus Goldbeck
- Status changed from Accepted to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
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